International Martial arts
What is Demo Team?

Demo Team Q & A

Demo Team is made up of a group of dedicated students who have a desire to engage in
Performance Martial Arts in addition to their Practical Martial Arts. These students have the privilege
of putting on performances at various venues to demonstrate these skills.

How many students comprise Demo Team?
At any given time Demo Team may be comprised of 5-25 students.

How do I / does my child get on the Demo Team?
To get on the Demo Team, you / your child must:


Meet the requirements for application listed below. Please review with your child.



Submit an application during a Demo enrollment period (Jan 1-15, Apr 1-15, Jul 1-15, Sept 1-15)



Prepare a short 10 move sequence that demonstrates the skills from one or both of the two skill
areas listed in the requirements. Prepare this ahead of turning in the application as the Demo
Team instructor and officers may ask to see it any time after the application is submitted.



By the 22nd of the enrollment month, you / your child will be accepted or given areas to work on
and asked to apply again in the next enrollment window. Please do not get discouraged if you
don’t make it the first time around, we may be testing you to see how bad you really want to
get on the team, if you’re willing to work and your true ability to take corrections.

When does Demo Team meet to practice?
Currently Demo Team meets every Wednesday evening from 5:00—6:15pm

What are the benefits of Demo Team?
Additional confidence, flexibility, power, speed, & strength. Team work skills and leadership
opportunities. Team fellowship. Greater community involvement, recognition and prestige. An extra
class every week, & free demo uniform if you commit to a year.
Requirements for Application:

Causes for Suspension from Demo Team:

Made only A’s B’s and C’s on last report card

Academic Grades begin to Slip

At least 10 years old

Attendance in regular classes drops below 2
classes a week for 2 consecutive weeks

Purple Belt or Higher

Slacks off during practice or uses practice as
a time to socialize

Attend >/= 2 regular classes per week
(Fall, Winter, Spring)

Misses more than 2 consecutive practices
without permission

Excels in Forms (Strength, Speed & Power) &/OR
Excels in Acrobatics, Flexibility & Flare

Cannot take direction

Can commit to a Year of Practices & Demonstrations

Doesn’t work well in a team setting

Handles direction, critique and correction well

Attitude, Backtalk, or Disrespect

International Martial arts
Demo Structure & Outline
Instructor

Demo Marshall

Head of AFF

About 7
Students in
AFF

Head of Sync

Head of SSP

About 4
Students
who fall
between
AFF & SSP

About 7
Students in
SSP

Instructor

The instructor oversees the whole demo team.

Demo Team Marshall

The Demo Team Marshall is the instructor’s right
hand, they keep track of attendance, help to choose
music, venues, assist in set-up, help keep order, and
help to keep all things pertaining to the Demo Team
organized, in order, and happening in a timely manner.

Head of Synchronicity
(Head of Sync)

The Head of Synchronicity is in charge of timing within
the demo performance, they ensure that everyone is
in sync and where they need to be.

The Head of AFF helps to manage and enhance the
Head of Acrobatics, Flexibility & Flare
abilities of those students who are accepted into the
(Head of AFF)
AFF branch of the demo team.
Head of Strength, Speed & Power
(Head of SSP)

The Head of SSP helps to manage and enhance the
abilities of those students who are accepted into the
SSP branch of the demo team.

International Martial arts
Demo Team Application Form
BE ADVISED: Applications are only accepted on the 1st to the 15th day of these months: January, April, June, September

Name
Rank

Date
P

Bl

G

Br

R

R-B

Jr.B

BB

Age

/

/

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 +

I believe that I have the necessary base skills to join the branch of the team involved more in:
Acrobatics, Flexibility & Flare (AFF)

Speed, Strength & Power (SSP)

Please explain why you want to be on the International Martial Arts Demo Team:
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Explain why you should be accepted on to the Demo Team:
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
If accepted I agree to:

Initial



Maintain grades of “C”/equivalent or better on my report card

___________



Attend 2 regular classes per week

___________



Attend all practices and demonstrations unless I’ve been given permission to miss a
certain number of them or select dates without suspension
___________



Stay focused in practice and take direction to the best of my ability ___________

If accepted are you committing to a year of Demo Team and
receiving a free demo uniform or buying the uniform
yourself? Note: If you commit to a year and back out before
it’s up you will be charged the full price of the uniform.
Signature of Applicant:

I’d commit to a Year.
I’d rather not commit and
buy the uniform myself.

Signature of Parent:

